The Intercomp thermal imager offers a new perspective of your race car.

By Mike Adaskaveg

The future is now. With Intercomp’s thermal imager, affordable thermal imaging is about to make its mark in racing ($369.99), capturing heat visually in brilliant colors while recording temperatures of target areas and the time they were taken.

Thermal imaging became wildly popular when fire departments across North America began using the cameras to find sources of heat. Then public safety officials began to use them...
to find people or animals, whose bodies radiate heat.

Racers can point the thermal imager at a variety of objects, and with the squeeze of the trigger it records a rendering of that object and its heat signatures.

“Thermal imagers are powerful tools that give racers more information about a wide variety of race-related subjects,” says Andy May, of Zeta Performance Vehicle Technologies. “You can gather information quickly, store it, and make comparisons of the photos you took in the field or back in the shop.”

Intercomp’s thermal imager reads temperatures from –4°F to 572°F. It is sensitive to 32°F. It uses a mini SD card to record images at 3,600 ppi.

While it does not have as wide an operating range as Intercomp’s infrared temperature gun or deluxe pyrometer, the thermal imager offers real-time visual representation with a complete view of heat distribution in the area at which you point it.

The thermal imager visualizes heat signatures and allows racers to gather all relevant information in one reading, while probes and pyrometers would have to be used multiple times to gather just a rough image of heat distribution.

We asked several racers and racing experts what they would use it for.

### Tire Temperatures

“The first usage that would benefit racers is to take a picture across a tire for visual distribution of heat to indicate tire wear” says May. “Then make adjustments such as camber or tire pressure.”

This image shows the heat distribution across the tire of a dirt modified driven by Bakersfield, California’s Ethan Dotson.

### Cooling System

This image shows where heat concentrates in the cooling system of a pavement late model, as taken by Kelly Tanner, of Auburn, Washington.

### Track Surface

As mentioned in June’s article, “On a Rail,” Nesquehoniag, Pennsylvania’s Mike Sweeney studies the pavement surface before he races on it with his late model.

“This is an exciting and useful tool that can be used by most racers to do precise setup for track conditions,” Sweeney says. May agrees.

“This is very powerful information that can be gathered rapidly,” says May. “Taking a temperature gradient across a track or watching the heat of the track build as the race goes on keeps crews ahead of conditions and allows them to make changes in tire strategy.”

### Engine Block or Cylinder Head

“You can fire up an engine and see instantly which cylinder is not up to snuff,” says Tanner. “While headers may exceed the range of the camera in race conditions, the heat distribution can still be recorded during fire up and cooldown.”

### Wheel Bearings

The Thermal Imaging camera measures the heat of an object and its radiant heat, which is reflected in the objects that surround it. Heat soak can be visualized. An example would be how brake heat raises the temperature of hubs, wheel bearings, and wheels.
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